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Capture curb asset data 6X faster without sacrificing accuracy, using the patent-pending Surveyor
augmented reality iPhone* app 

 
Supports parking signs, bus stops, curb paint, fire hydrants, curb cuts, construction zones,
crosswalks, bulb-outs, pavement markings, bollards, ADA curb ramps, curb stencils, landscaping,
bike racks, license plates and more

 
Assign curbs to field collectors in minutes, view survey progress, resolve system-flagged
discrepancies and re-task a curb for collection

DIGITIZE CURBS

WELCOME TO THE DIGITAL CURB
With Coord, you can now digitize, analyze, and share curbs more
accurately, efficiently and usefully than ever before.

ANALYZE CURBS

*Surveyor works on the following iPhone models: iPhone 8, iPhone 8 Plus, iPhone X, iPhone 7, iPhone 7 Plus, iPhone 6s, iPhone 6s Plus, iPhone SE.  Please make sure that each
device’s operating system has been updated to iOS 11.3 or higher. iPhone is a registered trademark of Apple, Inc.

Data and analysis can be exported in popular formats including GeoJSON, ESRI Shapefile as
well as PDF for reports and presentations

 
Send a link with a selected view and filters to collaborators or bookmark to revisit a particular
analysis in the future

 
Engage the community with an optional hosted curb map, make curb asset data publicly
available on Open Curbs and improve compliance by distributing up-to-date regulations to
transportation providers via the Coord API

SHARE CURBS

Get a complete digital picture of the curb with point features (e.g. fire hydrants) and length
features (e.g. curb paint) collected by the Surveyor app or ingested from City sources 

 
Our comprehensive rules engine computes curb regulations from assets, so you can understand
the rules that apply to a particular curb by day, time, and vehicle type

 
Use interactive viewing and analysis tools to measure curb space allocated to different uses
(like passenger pick-up, short-term deliveries and disabled parking) and see how pricing and
duration vary across an area
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YOU CAN'T MANAGE WHAT YOU CAN'T MEASURE.

Coord helps the public and private sectors better understand and share curb space.
Our team is passionate about making cities accessible to everyone and is inspired by
the vision of a digital curb that is predictable, dynamic and productive.

Having a complete picture of the current designations of our district's curbs helps us prepare for the future

that is already here. By this I mean the immense pressure that we have to convert our curbs into dynamic

spaces that serve multiple uses at different times of the day. With this data in hand we can better engage

TNC's, delivery companies and others to reduce their impacts on our transportation network all the while

increasing their efficiency.

Easily capture city curb asset data in the field, even offline
Coordinate and track field workforce for improved quality and
productivity
Generate new curb asset maps with ease
Transform curb asset maps into curb regulation maps 
Analyze curb asset and regulation data to better understand
inventory and allocation
Share maps and charts with your colleagues and vendors 
Access authoritative curb data for your city to accelerate your
work and expand analysis*
Integrate with common GIS mapping software
Leverage API for more efficient compliant access to curbsides

Hector Soliman-Valdez, Mobility Manager for Downtown Santa Monica

CAPABILITIES 

PRODUCTS
Coord Analytics web app
Coord Surveyor mobile app
Coord Surveyor Management web app
Coord API

*Not yet available in all cities. Support for new cities is continuously being added and please check with
Coord for the latest information. 
 
**Depends on technical requirements, and quoted separately based on request
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City data such as curb assets, parking citations,
resident parking permit sales and parking
meter transactions can also be ingested**
 
Add-on available to share curb rules with the
community via a hosted embeddable map on
city websites and apps

ADD-ONS

For any customization queries, please contact your
Coord representative
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